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Outer worlds young spacers guide to mechanical engineering.
In this The Outer Worlds Frightened Engineer Quest Guide, we will show you how to complete The Frightened Engineer side quest that requires you to find 3 of the volumes of “A Young Spacer’s Guide to Mechanical Engineering.” The first two volumes are easy to collect as they are marked on the map. However, when you go for the last volume, it
can easily be missed as it is hidden in the area you find Higgins. The Outer Worlds Frightened Engineer Quest Guide Below we have detailed how you can complete The Frightened Engineer quest and where you can find all the Volumes. How to Complete The first thing you need to know about this side quest is that it is given to you by Thomas Kemp
at the Botanical Lab near Edgewater. Talk to him and he will ask you to fetch him three volumes of A Young Spacer’s Guide to Mechanical Engineering. Once you collect all the Volumes, the side quest is completed and you will be rewarded with 3,000 XP and an armor mod that you can equip on your armor. All Volume Locations The location of the
first volume is at the Community Center. When you enter the center, take the door left that leads you straight to the stairs taking you to the top floor. From the stairs, turn left and you will find the Volume placed on a wooden desk right in front of you. The second volume can be found at the Saltuna Cannery. This again can be found at the top floor,
which can be accessed from the stairs on the left of the main entrance. Head up and enter the small area which would look like a workshop with white toolboxes. The volume will be on one of these toolboxes. The third and last volume is a little tricky to find. It can be found at the Geothermal Power Plant. The volume will be in the lower section of the
circular room here. You will also hear an insane NPC called Higgins, talking to himself. Climb the ladder that takes you all the way to the bottom in the circular room, and the volume will be to the left of Higgins. Read more of The Outer Worlds guides: Best Builds Guide Perks Guide Attributes Guide Skills Guide This concludes our The Outer Worlds
Frightened Engineer Quest Guide. Post your comments below. Obsidian Entertainment PC ps4 The outer worlds Xbox One Guide to Mechanical Engineering: Volume 1 in The Outer Worlds is a Quest Item. Quest Items are items that are found and/or used by the player to advance certain Quests or to access locked areas. Quest items are usually
obtained through finding, exploring, and looting it from specified areas of a Location, killing Enemies, and are given by NPCs. The Young Spacer's Guide to Mechanical Engineering, Volume 1. A dense, technical primer on mechanical engineering published by Spacer's Choice. This volume describes the process of building a computing machine using
electrodes and spectrum potatoes. Guide to Mechanical Engineering: Volume 1 Information Can be used in the quest The Frightened Engineer Guide to Mechanical Engineering: Volume 1 Location/Acquisition Guide to Mechanical Engineering: Volume 1 Notes Notes, Tips, and Trivia Go Here Locations of all three volumes of A Young Spacer's Guide to
Mechanical Engineering in The Outer Worlds. During the first few hours of The Outer Worlds it’s likely that players will pick up a quest from Thomas Kemp called The Frightened Engineer. This quest requires that players locate three volumes of A Young Spacer’s Guide to Mechanical Engineering from Edgewater and the Emerald Vale. None are too
difficult to bump into given players need to access each location regardless of this quest, but this guide will give you their exact locations for those that have overlooked one.Players can snag the Guide to Mechanical Engineering: Volume 1 from the Community Center in Emerald Vale. Players may already find themselves in this building thanks to a
quest called The Long Tomorrow. Pick up Volume 1 on the second floor of the building. This building has six to eight enemies in it, so make sure you clear it out before you do a thorough pass looking for loot and quest items.The Guide to Mechanical Engineering: Volume 2 is found in the Saltuna Cannery in Edgewater. It is in a small office on the east
side of the factory. Enter the Saltuna Cannery from a large door on the east side of the building, then climb the nearby ladder. Head into the office a few feet away and pick up Volume 2 from the filing cabinets.The final Mechanical Engineering volume can be found in the Geothermal Power Plant. Players will be in that building for the main quest. As
you explore the building, look for a round room that goes down a few floors. You’ll hear someone yelling to themselves at the bottom. Make your way to the bottom level and grab the Guide to Mechanical Engineering: Volume 3 near his bed.Once all volumes are collected, head back to Thomas Kemp and turn them in as part of The Frightened
Engineer quest. If it’s on to the next task, head to The Outer Worlds guide and walkthrough to stay up on the game’s concepts and quests. The Frightened Engineer, one of the first side quests in The Outer Worlds, will send you on a hunt for three Mechanical Engineering Volumes for Thomas. These volumes can be found in the Emerald Vale
Community Center, Edgewater and the Geothermal Plant. Since these volumes are scattered across the Emerald Vale, then it's a good idea to bring Parvati along as your companion. She might have some ideas on where the volumes are located. Completing this side quest will reward you with Bits, XP and maybe even a new mod. On this page: 21
Things to Know When Starting The Outer Worlds To start The Frightened Engineer you need to find the titular engineer himself, Thomas Kemp. Thomas is a member of the deserters who live around the Botanical Lab. If you're yet to complete 'Comes Now the Power' or decide to help the deserters over Spacer's Choice, then you'll be able to find him
in this area. Thomas can often be found by the fire in the deserters camp. If you've completed 'Comes Now the Power' and helped or convinced the deserters to return to Edgewater, then you'll find Thomas in the Maintenance Division building. Thomas will be in the Maintenance Division. The first volume is located in the abandoned Emerald Vale
Community Centre. The location of the Community Center in the Emerald Vale. The community centre is located in the small location of building directly north of Edgewater. Be prepared for a fight when you enter the center, because the building is being inhabited by a group of marauders. Once all the marauders are dead, head up the stairs to the
first floor. You can find a set of stairs in the room with the animal statues. Head up these stairs. These stairs will bring you to a small office room, where Mechanical Engineering Volume 1 will be sitting on a table. The second volume is located in Edgewater. If you have Parvati accompanying you, she'll mention that her father used to read a volume
while he worked his shifts at the cannery. To find the volume head back to Edgewater and enter the cannery - it's the largest building in town. The location of the cannery in Edgewater. Once you're in the cannery, take the door on your right and then climb up the ladder that you find on the other side. Go through the doorway, then up the stairs. After
climbing the ladder, go through the door that is directly opposite you. Mechanical Engineering Volume 02 will be sitting atop a pile of cabinets in the office. The third and final volume can be found in the Geothermal Power Plant, where you reroute the power. The location of the Geothermal Power Plant in Emerald Vale. The Geothermal Power Plant
can be found to the north-east of Edgewater. Looking for the chimneys dispelling colourful chemicals into the air. That smoke can't be healthy... Once you're in the Geothermal Plant, you can use the terminal in the receptionists to learn that the volume should be in the repair bay. Yet, once you get there, you'll learn that it has been taken to a place
called "the pit." To reach "the pit" head down the stairs from reception and follow the corridors until you find the room with the glowing core of the Geothermal Plant. Head into this area to reach If you're on floor '01,' you can take the stairs down to the lower floor, '02.' On this floor you can climb down a ladder to reach floor '03.' There you'll find a
second ladder that will take you down to floor '04' and the lowest level of "the pit." Go down here to reach the lowest level of On this level you'll find Higgins and his small camp. You don't need to talk to Higgins, instead find his bed and Mechanical Engineering: Volume 3 right next to it. The Outer Worlds begins on Terra-2 where you can complete
The Frightened Engineer quest and decide whether to divert power to Edgewater or the Botanical Lab. Once you’ve fixed The Unreliable, you can complete Weapons From the Void to unlock the Science Weapons. You can crew The Unreliable with a crew of companions and manage your reputation with various factions too. Finally, if you’re ready for
spoilers, we have a guide on the various endings. Once that you have all three volumes, you need to bring them back to Thomas. He could be in a variety of locations depending on whether you've completed Comes Now the Power and the fraction you decided to side with. If you decided to give the power to the deserter or not help them return to
Edgewater, he will be found at the deserters camp in the Botanical Lab. The location of the Botanical Lab in the Emerald Vale. If you decided to give the power to Edgewater and then helped the deserters return to Edgewater, then you'll find him in the Maintenance Division building. Talk to Thomas and go through the dialogue to give him the various
volumes. For the first volume, you'll receive 300 Bit Carriages and, for two volumes, you'll receive 500 Bit Carriages. Once you give Thomas all three volumes, completing the side quest, you'll receive 3000 XP, a positive reputation increase with the deserters faction and two Electro-Charged Surface mod. The Electro-Charged Surface mod is an
armour mod, which will stun enemies if they use melee attacks against you.
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